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t.
A computerized treatment planning system based on quantitative information in computerized tomographic r
(CT) scans has been developed for the heavy ion radiotherapy trials at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The !
CT number of each pixel is converted to a water equivalent length and used in the calculation of isoeffect dose :
distributions from multiport heavy charged particle irradiation. The water equivalent length of pi.xels in the . j
beam path has also been histogrammed and used in quantitatively studying the range shortening effects bY /, inhomogeneities. Treatment plans for representative lesions of the pelvis, abdomen, aDd thorax are presented.

Heavy ion radiotherapy, Computerized tomography treatment planning. , :
INTRODUCTION particles and the properties of the medium traversed.

The use of heavy charged particles in radiotherapy Accelerated beams of helium, carbon, neon, and
may provide a therapeutic gain as a result of an argon ions are available with sufficient energy to pass
improved dose distribution and the potential of a through beam scattering foils and ridge filters and still
biologic advantage.3 In order to test the value of this have a penetration range in the patient of at least
new modality, the technical problems of dose del- 25 cm of water. From our experience with helium
ivery must be adequately understood and solved. ions, a maximum residual range of about 26 cm is
One such aspect is the development of computerized adequate for most deep seated lesions in the abdomen I
treatment planning, which wiU reflect realistically the and pelvis, including the range shortening effects of
isoeffect distributions from multiport heavy ion bone. A frequency analysis of residual ranges used in
therapy in the presence of inhomogeneities. In this 33 patients showed an average range of 20.5 ::t 3.9 cm
article, we describe the development of a com- of water. The physical dose rates for these beams as
puterized tomography (CT) based treatment planning measured at the proximal peak, range from
program and present typical treatment plans for 250 rad/min/liter for carbon to 35 rad/min/liter for
several sites of interest to the heavy ion radiotherapy argon. Folding in the high relative biological
trials under way at the Lawrence Berkeley Labora- effectiveness (RBE) for these heavy ions increases

tory.. the effectiveness of these beams relative to con-

ventional radiations by a factor of from 2 to 3.2 This
METHODS AND MATERIALS results in treatment times of typically 1-2 min.

Beam properties By appropriate use of a variable water column and
Finite range. The finite range of charged particles is 3 dimensional compensation, the depth of penetration

the principal source of an improved physical dose may be adjusted precisely to cover the tumor volume

distribution over photon therapy. Beam depth of adequately and minimize the dose to critical tissues
Penetration is determined by the initial energy of the distal to the target. However, in order to exploit this
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i pot~ntial advantage properly: the appropriate w.ater tributio.n of. a family .of ri~ge filt~red carbon beams ~ I

! equIvalent dep~h of penetratl.on must. be determl~ed sho,:"n m FIg. la. ThIs sen.es of rIdge ~ltered ?eams ~ I
accurately. ThIS parameter IS the sIngle most Im- desIgned to produce regIons of unIform bIological
portant quantity to be defined in order to position the effect ..from 2 to 14 cm in depth in 2 cm increments
beam precisely in depth. Because of the sharp dose The curves are arbitrarily normalized at the distai
gradient at the distal end of the beam, an incorrect edge. The corresponding Cobalt-Rad-Equivalent

; calculation of the depth of penetration could lead to a (CoRE) dose distributions is shown in Fig. lb. A
significant underdose of the target or an undesirable CoRE distribution is the low LET depth dose profile
overdose of sensitive tissues distal to the tumor. The equivalent to the biological effect produced by the
quantitative information necessary to characterize the heavy charged particle beam. These curves are also

, inhomogeneities in the beam path and to determine called isoeffect depth dose distributions because they
I the appropriate treatment depth is obtained from CT produce uniform biological effect over their flat top

data. Details of the method used are presented later. regions. The physical dose distributions of the carbon
beams in Fig. la are designed to produce the isoeffect

Ridge filtered beams distributions in Fig. lb. Isoeffect distributions for
The narrow Bragg peaks of heavy ions are helium and neon are shown in Figs. lc and Id. These

broadened to therapeutically useful dimensions by isoeffect depth dose distributions are the principal
spiral ridge filters. II Since the RBE increases toward source of beam data used in treatment planning cal.
the end of the range, the physical dose is decreased culations.
near the distal end of the ridge filtered beam in order The carbon and neon beams exhibit tails in the
to produce a region of uniform biological effect. The dose distributions which result from the production
biophysical model used to calculate the physical dose of nuclear fragments as the primary beam traverses

~ distribution required for isosurvival over a desired the medium. These lighter fragments have a slightly
! depth is described elsewhere.4 The physical dose dis- longer range than the parent nuclei and result in dose

past the stopping point of the primary beam. For
carbon, the tail dose is initially 30% and falls to 15%
within 10 additional centimeters of water. The

.. 6 specific amount of fragmentation is dependent on the
~ ~ .2 initial energy of the beam. A lower energy beam will
~ :7: result in a lower fragmentation dose, but would have
~ l .8 a shorter residual range.
;. - .4 The entrance dose of heavy ion beams is dependent

upon the ridge filter specification and ion type. The
helium skin dose from a single port ranges from 60%

~ for a 6 cm ridge filter, to 80% for a 14cm ridge filter,
.g i:;:; .8 while for neon, the corresponding values are 75 and
~ 8 92% respectively. The use of opposing or multiple
~ - .4 ports with particle beams reduces the skin dose to
a: well-tolerated levels.

c) Helium
.. Sharp penumbras
~;:;:i 8 Heavy ion beams exhibit sharp lateral penumbras.

~8 4 In the plateau region of the depth dose curve, the
~ - lateral dose has been measured to fall from 90 to 10%
a: in 3.5 mm for the helium beam. As the beam energy

decreases, multiple Coulomb scattering increases, and
.. 8 the penumbra in the isosurvival region of the ridge~ - . filtered helium beam increases to 10 mm. The carbon

~ ~ 0.4 and neon penumbras are a factor of about 2 smaller
~ § than the helium values because of the increased par-

I a: o 8 12 16 20 24 28 ticle mass. In treatment planning calculations, the
Range (cm H2O) helium penumbra is modelled by a Gaussian fall off

F. 1 ( ) Ph . I d th d d. .b ' f f ., with parameters obtained from experimental
Ig. . a yslca ep ose Istn utlon 0 a ami y ofcarbon ridge filtered beams. (b) Corresponding isoeffect measurements. For carbon and neon, the penumb~s

distributions for carbon beams. (c) Isoeffect distributions are extremely sharp, and are smaller than the grId
i for helium beams (d) Isoeffect distributions for neon beams. spacing of the calculation matrix. In these cases, the

"
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penumbra dose is calculated to fall from the 100% potential. The ionization potential of human tissues
level to the 0% level within one lateral pixel. produces a small variation in the logarithmic term. The :

dominant factor in determining the range shortening
IUse of CT data of charged particles is the electron density.

CT data are used to define the position of the Since human tissues are characterized by a number
treatment volume relative to critical structures and to of different atomic numbers and densities, the prob-
quantify the inhomogeneities which perturb the par- lem is to extract the water equivalent length per pixel
ticle beams. from CT data. The required electron density may be

The CT value of each pixel must be converted to a extracted from a dual energy scan as suggested by
water equivalent path length in order to provide the others.'2 However, a precise knowledge of the effective
expected change in residual range of the beam. CT energy and pixel registration between the dual scans
numbers are a measure of the linear attenuation complicate the use of this technique.
coefficient of each pixel at diagnostic photon ener- If approximations are made, it is possible to cor-
gies. At these energies, the linear attenuation relate the water equivalent length of each pixel with
coefficient is dependent upon the effective atomic the CT number from a single energy scan with
number, which contributes to the photoelectric effect, sufficient accuracy for clinical use. Specifically, the
and the electron density. The equation relating these method used involves defining a calibration curve
quantities is shown below: 14 relating the CT numbers of tissue analogues with the

observed water equivalent length. The model involves
= N ~[KN(E) PE(EZ)] (I) conceptualizing tissues of various densities as mix-

#L p 0 A (T + (T , tures of 2 appropriate materials.6.,o.'6 In order to sim-

where plify the extraction of water equivalent length per
pixel, the CT number interval is divided into 2 sub-

p = density regions. For CT numbers less than 0, the tissue ~: If
No = Avogadro's number producing the observed CT number is assumed to be C

Z = atomic number a mixture of air and water.11! Since both of these i
A = atomic weight materials have very nearly the same Z and Z/ A, the

(TKN = Klein Nishina cross section per electron CT number is proportional to the water equivalent cJ
(TPE = photoelectric cross section per electron pathlength. Fat, which has a Z of 6.2 is the potential

problem in this interval.13 However, using eqn I,
The quantity pNoZ/ A is the electron density of the calculations show that the lower Z is offset somewhat
material in electrons per cm3. The photoelectric cross by a higher Z/ A, resulting in a net error in the
section contributes to the observed CT number with a calculated water equivalent length for fat of about
Z3 dependence. At 70 KeV (equivalent to 140 KVP), 1.5%.
the photoelectric effect constitutes 5% of the inter- For CT numbers greater than zero, the mixture is
actions in muscle and 26% of the interactions in assumed to have a well defined correlation between
compact bone.9 density and atomic number. This assumption reduces

In contrast, the equation governing energy loss of the number of independent variables to one, thus
heavy charged particles in a medium (I) is: allowing for the water equivalent range of bone to be

extracted from a single energy CT scan. The rationale
~ = k,pNoZ [In~~ - 2{32) (2) for this model rests on the assumption that inter-
dX {32 A p(} ,- (32) mediate density bone may be thought of as a mixture

of water and compact bone. Futhermore, a realistic
where bone analogue material is needed for the calibration.

Oibasic potassium phosphate is such a material, and
kl = constant including particle charge is a water soluble bone analogue material16 with phy-
.B = relativistic velocity v/c sical density and attenuation properties very similar
k~ = constant to the principal mineral in bone, namely calcium
I = adjusted ionization potential of the medium hydroxyappatite. I

Calibration curves converting CT number to water
This equation defines a direct relation between energy equivalent path length per pixel appear in Fig. 2. t.
loss and the electron density of the medium, with a These data were obtained by CT scanning the phan-
logarithmic dependence on the adjusted ionization tom materials and then placing the samples in a-

tGeneral Electric 7800 scanner, EMI 5005 scanner
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taken in a 25 cm diameter cylindrical water phantor
i ~ I 5 Gebody. with sample vials symmetrically placed within tt

co. . Emibody c . f I d h . fl f b" circum erence. n or er to test t e In uence 0 oc
~

'go shape on CT values, selected samples were al5
~ 1.0 pla<;;ed in an anthropomorphically shaped phantol
~ and scanned. When identical bone solutions Wet
~ placed in different locations of the body phanton
~0.5 3 per cent differences in CT values were measure.
~ No corrections for these variations are made in COI

version of CT data to water equivalent range. Cal- - I bration shifts were also detected over a period (
CT number XIO .

dabout a year. These dnfts have been measure to b
Fig. 2. Calibration curve relating CT number from EMI and as large as 3%. To circumvent this source of errOi

GE scanners to water equivalent range per pixel. calibration scans are taken before patient scans.

Cupping artifacts are found in CT data nea
bone/tissue interfaces and other high/low densit

helium ion beam to measure the relative water regions. This effect is manifested by an apparel1
equivalent range. Tissue phantom materials used in decrease of CT numbers extending several pixels int
the calibration included (1) solutions of water and the bone with a corresponding increase of CT num
potassium phosphate to simulate a variety of bone bers in the region from the interface into the tissuc
densities, (2) alcohol and water mixtures to simulate Range calculations of beams perpendicular to th,
adipose tissues, and (3) phantom lung and cork to interface will not be influenced by the artifact sinc,
simulate low density tissues. The GE scanner was the CT effects on either side of the interface tend t.
operated at 120 KVP and the EMI scanner was run at balance each other. Calculational errors produced 01
140 K VP during both calibration and patient scans. tangential rays by this effect have yet to be studied
Both curves exhibit 2 general slopes, one associated The accuracy of the single energy technique iI
with CT values less than zero, and a lower slope range determination was tested by CT scanning at
correlated with the high CT range. The decreased slope anthropomorphic phantom, t calculating the anterior
for bone may be explained by the Z3 dependence of the posterior water equivalent range of the body sectior
photoelectric effect contributing strongly to CT values, using the calibration curve, and comparing these result!
while Z dependent effects contribute to the water with experimentally measured ranges using the Bram
equivalent length only weakly through the log term in peak shift seen in the helium ion beam. The results 01
eqn 2. this study appear in Fig. 3. In general, agreemen1

Note that both scanners have a limited dynamic between calculation and experiment is within 3%. witt
range for high density measurements. A CT number a suggestion that a systematic error is present.
of 500 corresponds to a water equivalent range of 1.5. This systematic error of 1.5% may be due to the
Furthermore, bone with a higher water equivalent difference in the relative stopping power between
length is interpreted by the scanner as having the water and the phantom material. The phantom is
same CT number, since this is the maximum value made from isocyanate rubber, which is oxygen
recorded. Fortunately the number of pixels with a CT deficient. Over 50% of the oxygen content in water or
number equal to 500 is negligibly small. An analysis muscle is replaced with carbon in this compound.I$
of scan numbers of a coronal head scan through the The largest difference in Fig. 3 between calculated
base of the skull showed that less than 0.5% of the and experimental range appears to be about 5%.
pixels had CT numbers greater than 490. Although The present level of accuracy is sufficient for most
this analysis is subject to errors from finite slice abdominal and pelvic irradiations. A 3% error with a
thickness and partial averaging, the result suggests typical residual range of 20 cm yields a 6 mm un-
that the amount of truly dense bone (with a density certainty in the stopping point of the beam. This
greater than 1.5) is quite small and distributed in thin amount is ordinarily included within the margins of
shells rather than concentrated in a single volume. the target volume as defined by the radiotherapist.

The quantitative CT data are sensitive to additional Improvements in the calibration curve and elimina-
factors, such as sampling position, systematic cali- tion of the systematic difference could improve the
bration drift, and artifacts. The calibration data were stopping point uncertainty by a factor of 2.

t Alderson Rando phantom

e-
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22 relative to lighter particles such as pions and elec-
trons. Under most conditions, multiple Coulomb !

E scattering does not affect the resulting isodose dis-
~ tributions. Regions where this effect is noticeable
QI

go include regions near the boundary of tissues with
0
~ greatly differing densities, such as the mediastinum- ,0 ,
:2 lung interface. In this region, scattered particles may I

:i traverse drift spaces and affect the dose laterally i

adjacent to beam rays. Dosimetry studies are needed
to quantify these effects. !

4 8 12 16 20 24 Th d h ' . i

Transverse a.is (cm) e ose en ancement and depletIon near sharp

edges has been studied experimentally with the hel-
Fig. 3. A comparison of the CT predicted water equivalent ium ion beam to determine the magnitude of this I
range (line) and measured range of a Rando phantom slice of effect and the need for its inclusion in dose cal-
the abdomen (poin.ts). The beam w.as passed through the culation schemes. Dose perturbations near a 1 inch

!sectIon from an anterior port. . . . ..
slab of luclte In aIr measure about 6% In magnItude. .

The geometry used for these measurements is des-
Treatment planning code cribed elsewhere.s This value is not nearly as large as

A computer program was written to calculate the theoretically possible :t50% dose perturbationsS
~soe~ec.t or physical do~~ distribu.tions for heavy ion because of the non-para!lel nature of the beam. The t
IrradIatIons. The quantItIes specIfied for each port small amount of beam dIvergence which degrades the r
include particle type, direction, field size, residual dose perturbation results from small angle scatter as I

range, ridge filter, weight, field position and data files the beam passes through beam elements such as the
describing external compensation. Any number of ridge filter and water column. Since the edge effect is
static ports may be specified. The density matrix of small for our beams, algorithms for calculating these
water equivalent path lengths is generated by use of perturbing effects are not included in the dose cal-
the calibration curve. This array is an 80 x 80 matrix culations.
obtained from compressing the original 320 x 320 scan A mini computer with 96 K words of core memory,

Idata. The pixel dimensions are a function of the floating point processor, a 33 megabyte disk drive and
specific scanner, but generally are about 0.5 cm after graphics display are the components used for treat- I

the matrix compression. The principal beam transport ment planning. The program is written in Fortran IV, :

algorithm is based on range shortening by tissues and and a typical treatment plan requires 6 min of com-
inhomogeneities. Given the residual range, the water putation to produce the dose matrix. An additional
equivalent length of each successive pixel is subtrac- 5 min are needed to obtain a hard copy of the treat-
ted to obtain the new residual range. For oblique ment plan on an electrostatic printer-plotter. In this
fields, the partial path through each pixel is cal- form, isodose and isoeffect contour lines are
culated. The dose at each pixel is calculated by a look superimposed on a grey level image of the CT slice.
up table relating residual range with central axis dose. Calculations are set up in batch mode to facilitate the
An additional quantity calculated in each plan is the computation of several planes in the treatment
per cent integral dose. This is defined as the sum over volume without operator intervention.
all pixels of the per cent dose times the water
equivalence factor of each pixel. This differs from the RESULTS
quantity of integral dose in that it is calculated only Representative treatment plans
~ithin the particular slice. However, the per cent Treatment plans a're included which show
Integral dose per slice is useful in evaluating the representative portals for the irradiation of the out-
advantages of various multiple port configurations in lined target volumes. These plans however, do not
the selection of an optimal field arrangement. The show the only possible portal arrangements utilized in
treatment plan giving 100% to the target volume with clinical irradiation since patient condition and pre-
the lowest per cent integral dose is generally perfer- vious treatments may dictate the use of particular I
red over other plans, assuming critical structures are fields. Only 1 slice per site is displayed here although
avoided. in practice, multiple slices are calculated in order to

The dose calculation algorithm does not include appreciate the dose distribution in 3 dimensions. In
effects from multiple Coulomb scattering. Heavy these plans, the CT data are assumed to depict the
charged particles undergo small angle scattering as do correct relative location of tumor to normal tissues.
all charged particles. However, for heavy ions, the This is not strictly true in our case since patients
Scatter angles and lateral displacements are small presently are scanned in a recumbent position, while

}
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Fig. 4. A treatment plan for the irradiation of the pancreas with a carbon beam.

many of them are treated upright (because of the beams have an average density of 1.0 g/cc. Varying
limitation of a fixed horizontal beam). amounts of fat along rays will produce range varia-

With these limitations in mind, treatment plans are tions of approx. 0.5 cm. Although ribs are present in
now presented for the irradiation of the pancreas, the lateral portal. they perturb the beam minimally,

! para-aortic nodes, pelvis, and esophagus. Each plan on the order of 3 mm. This is consistent with an. contains isoeffect contours ranging from 10 to 100% expected I cm path length through a given rib, which

in 10% increments of Core dose. The irradiation typically would have a density of 1.3 g/cc. in its
parameters for each port are also given, including ion density areas.

i: type, beam direction, weight, and field width, residual The target volume in this plan is irradiated uni-
I range in cm of water, and ridge filter in cm. The per formly to 100% while tissues proximal to the target

cent integral dose of the plan for each slice is also are dosed to 40%. The spinal cord, one kidney and
calculated. portions of the gut receive up to a 10% exit dose from

the beam fragmentation tail. These critical structures
Pancreas received significantly less dose with charged particles

Figure 4 shows a treatment plan for the irradia- compared with photon irradiation using standard
I tion of a pancreatic lesion with carbon ions. Equally treatment plans. A 3 field variation of this plan was

weighted anterior and lateral ports are used for this also calculated, but appeared to produce no ad-
particular tumor location. In addition to a surface vantage over the 2 field for the target shown. AI-
flattening bolus, a simple wedge shaped compensator though the proximal areas were given about 10% less
is used in both ports to shape the high dose region dose in the 3 field plan, a large region of intestinal
around the distal contour of the target volume. The tract was necessarily irradiated to about 30%. In
artificial step like dose gradient posterior and distal to addition, the per cent integral dose for the 3 field plan
the target results from the finite pixel size used to was 8% higher. If the lesion were more centered with
describe the compensation. In practice, the com pen- respect to midline, a 3 field plan would be acceptable.
sator would be constructed as a smooth wedge, not as
a step wedge. Esophagus

In the abdomen, the major types of tissues and The primary inhomogeneities involved in the
inhomogeneities encountered are soft tissue, fat, rib irradiation of an esophageal lesion are the lungs,
and bowel gas. From an analysis of pixels in the beam trachea, bronchi, sternum and ribs. As Fig. 5 shows,
path, the areas traversed by the charged particle the thorax presents a number of regions with vastly

;
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the spinal cord. Again, th~ target volume is uniformly
36 EsophoQuS treated to 100% with an average mediastinal dose of :

25% and average lung dose of 35%. The spinal cord I

; 240 receives 10% from the fragmentation tail of the neon !

a. beam. i

~ Aside from the wedge compensators, only a
~ 120 flattening bolus is used to produce isodose shaping.
~ Although the path length through lung may vary

0 significantly the resulting isodose distribution from 3
0 0.4 . . . 2:.0 ports is quite suitable for this target volume. Note the

Wo!er equivalent lenQlh ., ff . .
Irregular Isoe ect contour In the lungs resulting from

Fig. 5. Histogram of the water equivalent ranges of pixels inhomogeneities.
within the irradiated volume of an esophageal lesion. This particular site is amenable to in vivo dosi-

metry. Typically, a multidiode probe housed in a
different densities. This histogram of pixels within the naso-gastric tube is passed down the esophagus to the
beam paths reveals a soft tissue peak at 1.02 g/cc. region of interest, and the charged particle beam is
with a large peak resulting from lung at 0.27 g/cc. The swept through the body (by sweeping the water
pixels with intermediate densities between 0.5 and column) until the distal edge of the beam is detected.
0.77 g/cc. are located at t.he edges of the lung and at Such measurements give information on the required
the anterior body surface. These densities result from residual range, and furnish experimental verification
both partial sampling and respiratory motion during of calculated residual ranges. These techniques were
the CT scan. reported by us elsewhere.s

A neon ion treatment plan for the esophagus is
shown in Fig. 6. Three equally weighted and com- Para -aortic nodes
pensated fields are used in this conedown irradiation. Para-aortic nodes are technically difficult to irradi-
The anterior and right portals have wedge shaped ate with photons because in most techniques eithercompensators which pull the dose gradient away from the spinal cord or kidneys reach tolerance dose j
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Fig. 6. A 3 field treatment plan for an esophageal lesion using a neon beam.
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Fig. 7. A treatment plan for the para-aortic nodes. The posterior field is weighted 2: I relative to the anterior
field.

before an adequate dose is given to the nodes. These of the figure represent the calculated stopping poin
limiting factors may be reduced by the use of heavy of the beam. A comparison of those rays whic
ion beams. A proposed scheme for the irradiation of passed through the vertebral body with those whic
the para-aortic nodes with helium ions is presented in passed only through soft tissue shows a maximul
Fig. 7. A pair of parallel opposed fields are used, range shortening here of 1.0 cm. The calculated rang
weighted 2: I in favor of the posterior field. The target shortening for a number of vertebral bodies has bee
volume is uniformly irradiated to 100% with this field compared with experimental measurements using fill
configuration while the anterior intestinal tract stack techniques,S and both experiment and ca
receives 30% and the spinal cord receives about 60%. culation agree within expected uncertainties. Th
In this plan, compensation was used to shape the high observed range shortening spans the interval 1.0
dose region around the irregularly shaped target. The 1.6 cm.
use of a cord compensator in the anterior field pulls
the steep dose gradient away from the spinal cord and Pelvis
cauda equina while the tumor is still covered Figure 9 shows a treatment plan for the irradiatioj
adequately. of a large pelvic lesion with carbon. In this site

The use of a direct posterior field necessarily in- the beams must penetrate through the iliac cres
cludes irradiation through the vertebral body. This before reaching the target. A pixel by pixel analysis oj
bony inhomogeneity may pull back the beam by as the CT scan shows that within the beam paths, approx
much as 1.5 cm. The calculated range shortening by a 25% of the pixels are fat, and about 17% of the pixels
vertebral body is shown in Fig. 8. The image of this are bone with an average density of 1.17 g/cc. Data
bony inhomogeneity is represented in hexadecimal in the form of a histogram appear in Fig. 10.
form, where each character represents a particular A 3 field portal arrangement has been chosen for
water equivalent range. The pix~1 size in this image is this irradiation. The carbon beam is perturbed most in
I mm x I mm. The level of the display has been ele- the posterior port, which must traverse the high den-
vated to show only the vertebral body. With the sity bone in the posterior region of the left iliac crest.
posterior entrance surface bolussed flat, the residual From this direction, the range shortening may be as
range was set to give sufficient penetration to totally great as 2 cm as compared with soft tissue paths.
traverse the inhomogeneity. The asterisks at the top Compensation has been added to shape the high dose
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Fig. 8. The calculated range shortening by a vertebral body.

region to a circularly shaped tumor. The use of heavy intermediate isodose distributions on the graphics unit
ions here has reduced the dose to the bladder and before final selection of the optimal plan.
part of the intestinal tract. Other areas for program improvement include the

incorporation of respiration effects on dose dis-
DISCUSSION tributions, and the possible misalignment of compen-

This effort represents the first version of a charged sation. Computer simulation of beam scanning sys-
particle treatment planning program. Several areas of tems is also planned. The present technology of dose
the program will be improved in the near future. The delivery requires the selection of a ridge filter whose
treatment planning process will be modified to allow for width is determined by the maximum depth of the
interactive use through target volume delineation with a tumor along the beam axis. This constrains us to use
CUrsor and CT graphics display hardware. This will a ridge filter which has an inappropriate width in I
enable the therapist to enter the desired target volume other planes of interest. One solution to this con-
on several sequential CT slices. Such information will straint is to eliminate the use of fixed ridge filters and
be used to shape the appropriate portal collimators and use a raster scanning pencil beam with variable ridge
the contour information will be used to design three filter. At each raster point, the depth of penetration
dimensional compensation. Increase in calculational and dose, as well as the ridge filter width would be
speed will permit the therapist and physicist to rapidly altered dynamically to produce the resulting desired
calculate a selection of portal arrangements and display dose distribution. With computer simulation of this
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system, it will be possible to explore the advantages to define the performance specifications suitable foJ
I of beam scanning over fixed ridge filter systems, and charged particle therapy.
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